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ABSTRACT 

Optimal operational strategy and planning of a raw natural gas refining complex (RNGRC) is very 

challenging since it involves highly nonlinear processes, complex thermodynamics, blending, and 

utility systems. In this paper, we first propose a superstructure integrating a utility system for the 

RNGRC, involving multiple gas feedstocks and different product specifications. Then, we develop a 

large-scale nonconvex mixed-integer nonlinear programming (MINLP) optimization model. The 

model incorporates rigorous process models for input and output relations based on fundamentals of 

thermodynamics and unit operations and accurate models for utility systems. To reduce the 

noncovex items in the proposed MINLP model, equivalent reformulation techniques are introduced. 
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Finally, the reformulated nonconvex MINLP model is solved to global optimality using state of the 

art deterministic global optimization approaches. The computational results demonstrate that a 

significant profit increase is achieved using the proposed approach compared to that from the real 

operation. 

 

Introduction 

Nowadays, energy plays a prominent role in improving people’s life quality and promoting 

economic development. Prior to the breakthrough of an alternative clean and renewable energy 

technology, the carbon-heavy fossil fuels are still the main sources to meet energy demand.
1,2

 

Among the carbon-heavy fossil fuels, coal is the dirtiest, while natural gas is the cleanest with 

significant reserves.1,3 As a result, the demand of natural gas as a primary energy source is sharply 

increasing in the last decades. For example, China, facing grand challenges of environmental 

protection and greenhouse gas reduction, is forced to change configurations of primary energy 

sources. Natural gas is forced to increase from 4% to 10% before 2020.
4
 Raw natural gas from wells 

or fields has to be processed before it enters downstream users because of strict restrictions on gas 

specifications from downstream customers. Therefore, RNGRCs are widely built and expanded to 

increase the production of natural gas and at the same time provide qualified gas specifications for 

downstream customers. 

A RNGRC is highly complicated and energy intensive. It involves many nonlinear processes 

such as CO2 treating processes, dew point control processes, distillation, and gas compression 

processes. Planning of such RNGRC involves several operations such as production operations, 

blending, and utilities operations. Optimal planning of a RNGRC has several advantages such as 

profit increase, cost reduction, energy savings, and improvement of customer satisfactions, etc. 

Planning such complex system based on the operator’s experiences and heuristics may lead to 

costly production and energy inefficiency. Thus, optimal planning through advanced techniques of 

MINLP offers significant opportunities for cost reductions and energy savings. 
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The optimization using advanced techniques in natural gas industry has received much 

attention during the last decades,
10

 similar to other sectors such as petroleum industry, 

pharmaceuticals, food industries and batch processes.1,5,6 Most of those contributions in natural gas 

industry are limited to the optimization of natural gas productions (recovery), gas pipeline network, 

and gas market problems. For instance, Diaz et al.11 proposed a turbo-expansion process model and 

integrated it into the MINLP optimization problem to optimize the design and debottlenecking of 

natural gas processing plants. Variable compositions of natural gas were investigated to determine 

the optimal plant topology and operating parameters under different process conditions. Selot et 

al.12 studied the model of transportation pipeline and compressors, and combined them into a 

short-term operational planning model to optimize the natural gas production system, and applied it 

to the Sarawak production system in East Malaysia. The uncertainty related with product quality in 

the proposed natural gas production network was addressed later by Li et al.
13

 Tabkhi et al.
14

 

investigated the models of pipelines and compressors for long distance transportation of gas, and 

used these models to minimize fuel consumption in the compression station. Flores-Salazar et al.15 

presented a multi-period mathematical model for gas and oil production systems on the basis of two 

conceptual process units (well and manifold). The total production cost is simplified as a result of a 

cost coefficient multiplied by the capacity of well. Recently, design of natural gas to liquid 

production system was also investigated via mathematical optimization and integration of processes, 

power, heat and utilities.16,17 These publications focus more on raw natural gas exploiting and 

transporting. The process models are mainly focused on compressors and long distance pipelines, 

and less on raw natural gas refining processes. Nevertheless, RNGRCs have energy-intensive 

processes, such as dew point controllers, CO2 treating and liquid separations. The material and 

energy models of these processes are further investigated in this study. 

Shale gas, an abnormal natural gas, has a similar production system and network with normal 

natural gas. Many mathematical models and optimization approaches have been proposed for 

design, synthesis, integration and optimization of shale gas production systems.2 Most of them 
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mainly focused on shale gas supply chain network design and optimization. For instance, Cafaro 

and Grossmann
18

 developed a large-scale MINLP model for strategic planning and design of a shale 

gas supply chain network. The nonlinearities mainly come from the accurate calculation of 

equipment cost. A two-level branch-and-refine procedure incorporating a piecewise linear 

approximation scheme was proposed to solve the model to global optimality. Gao and You19 

formulated a multi-objective nonconvex MINLP model for design and operational planning of a 

shale gas supply chain network integrating the well-to-wire life cycle of electricity generated from 

shale gas, and used the Pareto-optimal frontier to investigate the trade-off between economic and 

environmental objectives. Meanwhile, they also considered the water management in shale gas 

supply chain.20 These works contributed to the optimization for the field and well distribution of 

shale gas exploration, and the network between shale gas wells and customers. They focused on the 

high level of network, and less on refining processes and utilities. In this study, the models for raw 

natural gas refining processes and the integration of processes and utility systems are investigated to 

optimize the operation of RNGRCs. 

To the best of our knowledge, very few efforts have been attempted for the planning problem 

of raw natural gas refining processes. In this paper, the operational planning problem of raw natural 

gas refining processes is addressed using advanced techniques of MINLP. Thermodynamic models 

are employed as a basis for the development of rigorous process models including mass balances, 

input and output relations, and energy requirements. The model for the utility system is also 

developed to calculate total utilities that are required in a RNGRC. Based on this, the entire 

planning model is formulated as a large-scale non-convex MINLP optimization model. The 

non-convex nonlinearities mainly arise from the mathematical modeling of thermodynamics. The 

state-of-the-art deterministic global optimization approaches are used to solve the proposed model 

to global optimality. The computational results indicate that a significant profit increase of 10.21% 

is achieved using the advanced optimization techniques compared to that from real operations. 
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Problem Statement 

Process description 

A typical RNGRC is illustrated in Figure 1. There are U (u = 1, 2, 3, ..., U) processes and S (s = 

1, 2, 3, ..., S) streams. The RNGRC receives raw natural gas from several parallel terminals, which 

varies in chemical compositions, pressures, and CO2 contents. The gas terminals are denoted as 

RNGu. Total C (c = 1, 2, 3, …, C) components are assumed in the raw natural gas. Chemical 

composition and pressure of raw natural gas from different gas terminals vary. A RNGRC has to 

process several kinds of raw natural gas simultaneously. Hence, how to blend and refine multiple 

raw natural gas can play a significant role. CO2 is a major impurity in raw natural gas. CO2 contents 

in raw natural gas from different fields or wells vary in a relatively large range. Multiple raw natural 

gas streams with different hydrocarbon and CO2 contents are considered in this study. 

Several parallel and interconnected refining processes are installed to simultaneously process 

different types of raw natural gas. The processes U includes plug catchers, dew point controllers, 

CO2 treating, dehydration, compressors, separators, deethanizers, and stabilizers. Note that CO2 

treating process includes an absorber and a regenerator. Any plug catcher belonging to refining 

processes U is denoted as PCDu. Similarly, any dew point controller, CO2 treating process, 

compression, separator, deethanizer, and stabilizer in refining processes U are denoted as DPCu, 

DCPu, COMu, SEPu, DEEu and STAu, respectively.  

Final products including different grades of natural gas, liquid petroleum gas (LPG), and 

naphtha are provided from the RNGRC. Different grades of natural gas from refining processes are 

mixed together in the pipeline to meet the minimum pressure requirement (ρu) and the maximum 

impurity tolerance (υu,c) of downstream customers, which is denoted as CUSu. The final natural gas 

products that meet the quality requirements of downstream customers are called as sale gas. The 

productivity of LPG and naphtha from the RNGRC is relatively small. They are sold in a push 

mode.21 

A utility system including boilers and turbines is used to provide heat and power for the 
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RNGRC. We use a set VUSu to denote the utility system. The gas distillates from separators and 

deethanizers, and some gas from plug catchers in the RNGRC are used as fuels for boilers in the 

utility system. Two types of steam including high-pressure steam and low-pressure steam exist in 

the RNGRC. 

Process conditions 

The entire RNGRC involves several operations including condensation, CO2 treating, 

distillation, compression, and blending operations. With this, the entire planning problem is stated 

as follows:  

Given: 

1. Numbers of terminals; minimum and maximum flowrates of raw natural gas from each 

terminals; compositions, pressures and temperatures of raw natural gas. 

2. Numbers of refining processes; minimum and maximum process loads, operating pressures 

and temperatures; available network of processes. 

3. Numbers of customers; product specifications on compositions and pressures, minimum 

and maximum demands of products. 

4. Economic data such as cost of raw natural gas, utility cost, and other fixed cost. 

5. Planning horizon. 

Determine: 

1. Optimal flowrate of raw natural gas for each terminal. 

2. Optimal flowrates of products. 

3. Optimal operating conditions for refining processes including input and output flowrates, 

reflux ratios, pressures and temperatures. 

4. Optimal operating conditions for the utility system. 

Assumptions: 

1. All parameters are deterministic. 

2. Pressure drop between processes and heat loss from pipes and equipment are ignored. 
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3. Hydrocarbons are not dissolved in amine solvents for CO2 capture. 

4. Perfect mixing in mixers and pipelines is assumed. 

Our objective is to maximize the total profit for the RNGRC in a given period, which is 

calculated as revenues from final products sale minus operating cost. The operating cost includes 

the cost of raw natural gas purchase, utility cost, and other fixed cost.  

 

Stream Network Formulation 

The stream network in a RNGRC as shown in Figure 1 is first investigated. The network level 

focuses on the mass balances, stream directions, operating loads, and pressure and temperature 

changes of process streams. The detailed chemical composition and energy models of refining 

processes extracted from fundamentals of thermodynamics and unit operations are not included in 

the network level. The network model of the RNGRC is formulated as Eqs. 1-25, and includes 

linear and bilinear constraints.  

The RNGRC includes a few of refining processes described in the above section. For example, 

we can use Figure 2 to present mass and component balances of a plug catcher. In Figure 2, the plug 

catcher mixes the raw natural gas that comes from pipeline terminals, and separates it into the gas 

and liquid streams. The gas stream is then split into four branches entering down-stream processes, 

and the liquid stream enters separators. Hence, we introduce a general network structure to 

represent the processes in the RNGRC. The general network structure consists of three parts: a 

mixer, a converter and a splitter, as shown in Figure 3. The symbols in Figure 3 are used to denote 

total molar flowrate of stream s from process u to u’ (Fu,s,u’), handling capacity of process u (Fu), 

total molar flowrate of stream s exiting process u (Fu,s), molar fraction of component c in stream s 

from process u to u’ (Mu,s,u’,c), molar fraction of component c handled by process u (Mu,c), molar 

fraction of component c in stream s exiting process u (Mu,s,c), pressure of stream s from process u to 

u’ (Pu,s,u’), operating pressure of process u (Pu), outlet pressure of process u (�����), and pressure of 

stream s exiting process u (Pu,s). In Figure 3, the first node is a mixer, in which several streams are 
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mixed, and only an outlet stream exits. The second node is a converter, in which the stream from 

the mixer can be separated into several streams that have different mole fractions and flowrates. For 

example, the plug catcher separates raw natural gas into a light gas stream and a heavy liquid stream. 

Meanwhile, pressure and temperature changes can also be done in the converter node, such as the 

dew point controllers and compressors. The final node is a splitter, in which a stream from a 

converter is split into several branches that may enter different processes. Splitters can export 

streams with different flowrates, while without changing their compositions.  

Mixers 

The first node in the process is the mixer, in which streams entering the process are mixed 

together. The mixer is able to receive streams from different sources or processes. Eq. 1 represents 

the total mass balance of mixing. Eqs. 2 and 3 are used for the mass balance of individual chemical 

components. Eq. 4 expresses the sum of all mole fractions in a stream. Note that all mole fractions 

of a stream should be zero when the corresponding process is not in operation. Hence, we use the 

binary variable Xu,s,u’ to express the sum of all the mole fractions instead of 1 in Eq. 4. Eq. 5 is used 

to identify the existence of stream s from process u to u’. 

 ∑ ∑ ��,�,�	�:(�,�,��)∈����∉��� = ��							∀�′ ∈ � (1) 

 ∑ ∑ (��,�,�	,���,�,�	)�:(�,�,�	)∈����:(�,�,�	)∈��� = ��	,� 				∀�� ∉ ���	 (2) 

 ��,� = ����,� 					∀�� ∈ �,  ∈ ! (3) 

 ∑ ��,�,�	,��∈" = #�,�,�				∀�� ∉ ���, (�, $, �′) ∈ %%& (4) 

 ��,�,�	 ≤ ��()*#�,�,�					∀�� ∉ ���, (�, $, �′) ∈ %%& (5) 

where binary variables Xu,s,u’ express the operational mass network of RNGRC. Other symbols are 

explained in the above paragraph.  

Converters  

The second node for a process is the converter. The converter divides the feed stream from the 

mixer into several streams. Eq. 6 represents the operational load limitation of processes. For 

example, each pipeline terminal has its lower and upper bounds for raw natural gas transportation. 
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In order to keep stable operation of raw natural gas wells and fields, the gap between its lower and 

upper bounds is controlled in practical engineering. Binary variable Xu denotes the operation of 

process u, and are used to force the operating load to meet the capacity constraints. Eq. 7 denotes 

the total mass balance of converter. Eq. 8 represents the mass balance of individual chemical 

components in the converter. Eq. 9 expresses the sum of all the mole fractions of a stream exiting 

the converter. Eq. 10 is introduced to express the chemical compositions of raw natural gas from 

pipeline terminals. Eq. 11 is used to make the chemical compositions of product streams satisfy the 

requirement of customers. Customers specify the composition and pressure of product streams to 

meet their own process requirements. When process u’ is not in operation, binary variables Xu’ 

equal zero. At the same time, binary variables Xu,s,u’ denoting the streams connecting to process u’ 

must equal zero. Eq. 12 indicates the logical relationship between these binary variables. 

 ��(+,#� ≤ �� ≤ ��()*#�				∀� ∉ (��� ∪ !�%) (6) 

 �� = ∑ ��,��:(�,�)∈�./ 			∀� ∉ !�% (7) 

 ��,� = ∑ (��,�,���,�)�:(�,�)∈�./ 				∀ ∈ !, � ∉ !�%		 (8) 

 ∑ ��,��∈" = #�			∀� ∈ � (9) 

 ��,� = 0�,� 				∀ ∈ !, � ∈ ��� (10) 

 ��,� ≤ 0�,�					∀� ∈ !�%, (�,  ) ∈ !%! (11) 

 #�,�,�	 ≤ #�	 						∀� ∉ ���, (�, $, �′) ∈ %%& (12) 

where parameters 	��(+, and ��()*  are the lower and upper bounds of the operational load of 

process u, respectively; 0�,� is the mole fraction of component c in the raw natural gas from 

terminal u, or the mole fraction of component c in the product specified by customer u. 

Splitters 

The splitter is the last node of a process. The splitter divides a stream from the converter into 

several streams with the same chemical components. Eq. 13 represents the total mass balance of a 

splitter. Eq. 14 forces the molar flowrates of streams exiting the splitter to be zero when the 

corresponding process shuts off. Eq. 15 represents the mass balance for individual chemical 

components in the splitter. Eq. 16 expresses the sum of all the mole fractions of a stream exiting 
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processes. Note that Eq. 16 is the same as Eq. 4 when Eq. 15 is held.  

 ��,� = ∑ ��,�,�	�	:(�,�,�	)∈��� 						∀� ∉ !�%, (�, $) ∈ %��	 (13) 

 ��,� ≤ ��()*#�						∀� ∉ !�%, (�, $) ∈ %�� (14) 

 ��,�,� = ��,�,�	,� 						∀ ∈ !, � ∉ !�%, (�, $, �′) ∈ %%& (15) 

 ∑ ��,�,��∈" = #� 						∀� ∉ !�%, (�, $) ∈ %�� (16) 

Pressure constraints 

Pressure is a key factor that affects energy efficiency and gas quality in a RNGRC. We model 

the pressure change from pipeline terminals to customers as Eqs. 17-23. First, Eq. 17 is used to 

express the pressure of raw natural gas at pipeline terminals. Parameter 1� is the pressure of raw 

natural gas entering RNGRCs, or the pressure of product specified by customer u. 

 ����� ≤ 1�				∀� ∈ ��� (17) 

Second, according to fluid dynamics, the operating pressure of a process (denoted as Pu’) 

should not exceed the pressure of each feed stream (Pu,s,u’) entering it. The operating pressure of a 

process has no relationship with a stream if the stream does not enter it. Hence, Eq. 18 is listed to 

indicate the relationship for pressure.  

 ��	 ≤ ��,�,�	 + ��,�,�	()* 31 − ��,�,�	6						∀�� ∉ ���, (�, $, �′) ∈ %%& (18) 

Third, the outlet pressure of a process (denoted as	�����) should equal the operating pressure (Pu) 

plus the pressure change (∆Pu) in the process. 

 ����� = �� + ∆�� 						∀� ∉ !�% (19) 

Fourth, the pressure change in a process u is limited by its hardware capacity (denoted as 

∆��()*). A binary parameter 8� is defined to indicate whether the pressure of a stream s in a process 

u can change or not. The value of binary parameter 8�  is determined by process design 

specifications. Hence, Eq. 20 is formulated. The pressure change is further related to product 

specification and energy requirements in the following process models. 

 ∆�� ≤ ∆��()*8�					∀� ∉ !�% (20) 

Last, the pressures of streams is constrained. The pressure of stream exiting a process is not 

greater than the outlet pressure of the process, as represented in Eq. 21. Eq. 22 expresses the 
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relationship for the pressure of stream exiting a process and entering another process. Eq. 23 

enforces product streams to meet the pressure specifications of customers.  

 ��,� ≤ ����� 						∀� ∉ !�%, (�, $) ∈ %�� (21) 

 ��,�,�	 ≤ ��,�					∀� ∉ !�%, (�, $, �′) ∈ %%& (22) 

 1� ≤ ��				∀� ∈ !�% (23) 

Temperature constraints 

Although temperature is not a key parameter as pressure in a RNGRC, it is used to control the 

dew point at the dew point controller. The temperature at the dew point controller is related to the 

quality of sale gas and energy requirement for refrigeration. To model the temperature change in a 

process u, two variables Tu and ∆Tu are used to denote the operating temperature and temperature 

change of a process u, respectively. Then, the temperature change of a process u should be the 

difference between the reference temperature and the final operating temperature. Eq. 24 represents 

the temperature relationship in the dew point controller.  

 9� = :�;)� − <9� 				∀� ∈ &�! (24) 

where parameter :�;)� is the reference temperature of a process u. 

Similar to parameter 8�, binary parameter 8��  is defined to indicate whether a process is able 

to change the temperature or not. The value of 8��  is specified according to process design. The 

temperature change in a process should not exceed its maximum temperature change (∆9�()*), as 

represented in Eq. 25.  

 <9� ≤ ∆9�()*8�� 									∀� ∈ &�! (25) 

 

Thermodynamic Model 

As discussed previously, vapor-liquid phase equilibrium is involved in the plug catchers, 

separators and dew point controllers. We define parameter Ku,c to denote the vapor-liquid 

equilibrium ratio of component c, which is a function of temperature, pressure, and composition of 

the fluid. A large number of curve-fitted expressions were proposed to calculate the value of Ku,c, 
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among which the correlation method presented by Wilson22 is the best suitable for natural gas and 

light hydrocarbons. The correlation proposed by Wilson
22

 is given in Eq. 26. 

 =�,� = />∗/@ AB.DE(FGH>)(FIJ>∗J@)										∀� ∈ (�!9 ∪ &�! ∪ %K�) (26) 

where parameters ��∗, 9�∗ and L� are the critical pressure, critical temperature, and acentric factor of 

component c, respectively. Pu and Tu are the operating pressure and temperature of a process u, 

respectively. According to Eq. 26, the lower and upper bounds of Ku,c can be determined by 

physical properties of components and temperature and pressure bounds of process operation. This 

expedites the convergence in the solution procedure of the MINLP model.  

From Eq. 26, it can be concluded that the vapor-liquid equilibrium ratio Ku,c never equals zero 

regardless of whether a process u is in operation. As concluded from above, if a process is not in 

operation (i.e., #� = 0), the vapor-liquid equilibrium ratio should also be zero. To solve this 

situation, we define an alternative vapor-liquid equilibrium ratio denoted as =�,�^ . The relationship 

between =�,�^  and Ku,c can be given in Eqs. 27-29. 

 =�,�^ ≤ O#�									∀ ∈ !, � ∈ (�!9 ∪ &�! ∪ %K�) (27) 

 =�,�^ ≤ =�,� 									∀ ∈ !, � ∈ (�!9 ∪ &�! ∪ %K�) (28) 

 =�,� − O(1 − #�) ≤ =�,�^ 									∀ ∈ !, � ∈ (�!9 ∪ &�! ∪ %K�) (29) 

where parameter ν is of a large value. Note that =�,�^ = Ku,c when #� = 1. 

Process Models 

Several energy-intensive processes such as dew point controllers and compressors exist in a 

RNGRC, which are the main sources of energy consumptions in the entire RNGRC. Although 

simple mathematical expressions like linear correlations can be employed to represent the energy 

requirements of these energy-intensive processes, their inaccuracy often leads to incorrect 

estimation of the operation cost related to energy consumption.
10

 In the following, rigorous models 

are proposed based on thermodynamics and unit operation principles to represent the mass balance 

and energy requirements for these energy-intensive processes. 
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Plug catcher and separator 

Plug catchers and separators are usually used to separate raw natural gas into gas and liquid 

phases. They can be treated as gas-liquid separators in which the vapor-liquid equilibrium ratio 

(=�,�^ ) governs the flowrates and compositions of streams. The relationship of the mole fractions of 

component c in gas (Mu,s,c) and liquid ( Mu,s’,c) phases can be expressed using Eq. 30. 

 ��,�,� = =�,�^ ��,��,�					∀ ∈ !, $ ∈ P%, $� ∈ Q%, � ∈ (�!9 ∪ &�! ∪ %K�), (�, $) ∈ %��, (�, $′) ∈ %�� (30) 

Dew point controller 

Dew point controllers are designed to condense some heavy components from gas streams in 

order to meet gas product specifications. The vapor-liquid equilibrium in dew point controllers can 

be expressed by Eqs. 26-30. The energy requirement for the dew point controllers is expressed as 

Eqs. 31 and 32. Eq. 31 is used to calculate the energy requirement, resulting from the temperature 

change ∆Tu in the dew point controller. The energy requirement includes two parts: the sensible 

heat for temperature descending and the latent heat for the condensation of heavy hydrocarbons. 

The cold utility is produced by a propane refrigeration system with energy efficiency R�. Hence, 

power consumption is expressed as Eq. 32. Parameters εc and ϵc are the specific heat capacity and 

latent heat of chemical component c, respectively. 

 ∆9� ∑ (S���,�)�∈" + ∑ (��,� ∑ (T���,�,�))�∈"�:(�,�)∈�./,�∈U� = V�						∀� ∈ &�! (31) 

 K� = R�V�/3600					∀� ∈ &�! (32) 

As a result, Eqs. 26-32 can be used to obtain the mass balance and energy requirement for the 

dew point controller.  

CO2 treating process  

CO2 treating process is designed to remove CO2 from raw natural gas. Amine solvents are often 

used as medium streams to capture CO2 from raw natural gas in an absorber column. The CO2-rich 

amine solvents are regenerated in a stripper column. The entire CO2 treating process is shown in 

Figure 4. To avoid repeated letdown and compression of natural gas and intensify CO2 absorption, 

the absorber column is operated at a relatively high pressure often over 2.2 MPa, whereas the 
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stripper column is operated at a low pressure to make CO2 release easier and reduce utility 

requirement. Hasan et al.
23

 investigated process optimization and energy integration for CO2 capture. 

We assume that the amine solvents only absorb CO2, which is very close to engineering practice 

and hence is widely used.24 As a result, Eq. 8 for mass balance is further formulated as Eq. 33 for 

the gas stream entering absorbers and the purified gas stream exiting absorbers. Meanwhile, Eq. 34 

is used for the stream CO2 exiting regenerators.  

 ��,� = ∑ (��,�,���,�)�:(�,�)∈�./,�∈Z� 				∀ ≠  \], � ∈ &!�	 (33) 

 ��,�,� = #� 				∀ = !^], $ ∈ Q%, � ∈ &!�, (�, $) ∈ %�� (34) 

The CO2 treating process is highly energy intensive. The energy required in the CO2 treating 

process has two parts. One is pressure improvement of lean solvent from regenerators to absorbers, 

and the other is energy required by the reboilers of regenerators. Because of the large molar 

flowrate and pressure improvement of lean solvent in the CO2 treating process, the pump consumes 

a lot of power. The molar flowrate of solvent is related to the quantity of CO2 removal and the 

ability of its absorption. The molar flowrate of solvent (����_) is expressed as Eq. 35. Parameter `� 

is regressed from industrial operating data, indicating the ability of solvent absorbing CO2. 

Mofarahi et al.
25

 proposed the interrelationship of solvent molar flowrate and CO2 removal. 

Parameter ∆1� is the pressure drop between absorbers and regenerators, R� is pump efficiency in 

the CO2 treating processes, and a��_ is the molar density of solvent. As a result, the power 

consumed (K�) by pump is calculated using Eq. 36. 

 ����_ = `���,�					∀$ ∈ Q%, � ∈ &!�, (�, $) ∈ %�� (35) 

 K� = ∆b@.@cdeDfgghcdei@ 						∀� ∈ &!� (36) 

The required energy for the reboiler in the regenerator is often supplied by low-pressure steam 

from utility systems. The heat balance in the regenerator suggests that the heat provided to the 

reboiler should equal the heat removed from the condenser, the reaction heat for CO2 desorption, 

and the heat to increase the solvent temperature from the inlet to outlet of regenerator. The three 

items on the right hand of Eq. 37 denote the three parts of heat. The rich solvent entering the 
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regenerator is the CO2-saturated solution, and the lean solvent exiting the stripper has a lower CO2 

content. The distillate stream from the regenerator should equal the absorbed CO2 and a trace of 

solvent. We use the molar flowrate of absorbed CO2 instead of the total molar flowrate of distillate 

stream from the regenerator, and the trace of solvent in distillate is ignored. Hence, the heat 

removed from the condenser is expressed as the first item on the right hand of Eq. 37.  

 V� = Tjklmjkl ∑ ��,��:(�,�)∈�./,�∈�Z + njkl ∑ ��,��:(�,�)∈�./,�∈�Z + S��_∆:jkl����_					∀� ∈ &!�	 (37) 

where parameters Tjkl, mjkl, njkl, S��_ and ∆:jkl are the specific latent heat of reflux stream in the 

regenerator, the reflux ratio of regenerator, the specific reaction heat of CO2 desorption, the specific 

heat capacity of solvent, and the temperature difference between solvent entering and exiting the 

regenerator, respectively. 

Dehydration  

Dehydration is used to remove trace amount of water in gas streams out from CO2 treating 

processes. Solvent, molecular sieve and silicone are often used to remove trace amount of water. 

Silicone is widely used due to its lower energy cost than others.25 Silicone has to be re-installed 

after a certain period. The operating cost for dehydration process is mainly from the cost of silicone, 

which is specified and included in the fixed cost.  

Compression process  

Natural gas has to be compressed to satisfy pressure specifications of downstream customers. 

Gas compression is designed to bring gas from a certain pressure to a higher pressure by means of 

mechanical work. The molar flowrates and chemical components of streams are the same at the 

inlets and outlets of compressors since there is no phase change during compression. The 

compression ratio denoted as Ru is calculated in Eq. 38. 

 ���� = ����� 				∀� ∈ !^� (38) 

where Pu is the inlet pressure of a compressor, and ����� is the outlet pressure of a compressor.  

Two ideal compression, isothermal and isentropic compression, are often used to model a 

practical compression process.
11,12

 For isentropic compression, isentropic efficiency is defined to 
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calculate the practical enthalpy change. Hence, the required power (denoted as Eu) is computed 

using Eq. 39. 

 K� = F
i@ ∑ (S���,�)�∈" o(��)p@qrp@ − 1s					∀� ∈ !^� (39) 

The isentropic exponent θh is defined as the ratio of heat capacities of gas streams at constant 

pressure and temperature. The heat capacities of real gases are a function of the pressure and 

temperature. For light hydrocarbon gas, the isentropic exponent θu can be accurately obtained using 

Eq. 40, in which parameter t� was given by Moshfeghian.26  

 u� = 1.3 − 0.31(t� − 0.55)				∀� ∈ !^� (40) 

Deethanizer and stabilizer  

Two distillation columns (i.e., a deethanizer and a stabilizer) are used to separate LPG and 

naphtha from raw natural gas. The content of C2- in the bottom stream of the deethanizer must be 

controlled to guarantee the quality of LPG. Principally, the content of C3+ in the distillate of the 

deethanizer should also be controlled to avoid LPG loss. However, more C3+ in the distillate leads 

to high heating values since the distillate is finally used as a fuel in the utility system. Therefore, the 

optimal content of C3+ in the distillate is determined from the optimization. The distillate and 

bottom streams from the stabilizer have to be specified in order to meet the specifications of LPG 

and naphtha products. 

Eqs. 41 and 42 express the purification of distillate and bottom streams from the deethanizer 

and stabilizer. Parameters 0�w+� and 0�;�� are the composition specifications on the distillate and 

bottom streams, respectively.  

 ∑ ∑ ��,�,��∈U"��:(�,�)∈�./,�∈�Z ≤ 0�w+�#� 			∀� ∈ %9x (41) 

 ∑ ∑ ��,�,��∈Z"��:(�,�)∈�./,�∈�U ≤ 0�;��#� 				∀� ∈ (&KK ∪ %9x) (42) 

For the distillation with multiple components, the minimum reflux ratio �� is expressed in Eq. 

43, which is related to separation purification (��,�,�), relative volatility (y�,� ) and a column 

parameter (z�).27 C2H6 and C4H10 are assumed to be the light key components in the deethanizer and 

stabilizer for the calculation of the relative volatility y�,�. 
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 �� + 1 = ∑ ∑ {@,>|@,c,>{@,>I}@�∈"�:(�,�)∈�./,�∈�Z 				∀� ∈ (&KK ∪ %9x) (43) 

We notice that when the deethanizer or stabilizer is not operated, its minimum reflux ratio 

should be zero, which is not satisfied for Eq. 43. The following Eq. 44 is then proposed to replace 

Eq. 43. 

 �� + #� = ∑ ∑ {@,>|@,c,>{@,>I}@�∈"�:(�,�)∈�./,�∈�Z 				∀� ∈ (&KK ∪ %9x) (43) 

where binary variable #� denotes the operation of process u. 

The heat duty of reboilers in the deethanizer and stabilizer is computed using Eq. 45. 

 V�jk; = ~�T�jk��� ∑ ��,��:(�,�)∈�./,�∈�Z + ��#� 					∀� ∈ (&KK ∪ %9x) (45) 

where parameter ~� is defined as the ratio of practical reflux ratio to the minimum reflux ratio, 

T�jk� is the specific latent heat of the reflux stream in the deethanizer or stabilizer, and �� is 

generated from the correlated operating data. 

The required cold utility for condensers at the top of the deethanizer and stabilizer is ignored 

since it is inexpensive compared to hot utility in the RNGRC.  

Pipeline blending 

Different grades of natural gas from different processes such as plug catchers, dew point 

controllers, dehydration and compressors are mixed together in pipelines to meet sale gas 

specifications for downstream customers, as shown in Figure 1. The pressure of pipeline must not 

be larger than the smallest pressure of feed streams, and not less than the pressure specifications of 

customers. The formulation on the network level suffices to express the constraints of mass and 

pressure for pipeline blending.  

 

Utility System Model 

A utility system, including boilers and steam turbines (See Figure 5), is configured to supply 

heat and power to the RNGRC. Un-purified gas from separators and deethanizers is used as fuel in 

boilers. Some gas from plug catchers is replenished if un-purified gas is not enough. Boilers 
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produce high-pressure steam that is directly fed into back pressure turbines for power generation. 

Low-pressure steam released from back pressure turbines is first used as heat sources at reboilers in 

some processes such as regenerators, deethanizers, and stabilizers. The excess low-pressure steam 

can enter condensing turbines for power generation. The power generated from back pressure and 

condensing turbines is provided for dew point controllers, solvent pumps, gas compressors and 

other power sinks in the RNGRC. The power purchased from the grid is employed to balance the 

power requirement in the entire RNGRC.  

Boilers 

We have investigated the model of the utility system in our previous publication.28 The boiler 

model from Shang and Kokossis29 is modified to express the correlations between the flowrate of 

generated steam and required fuel amount, as shown in Eq. 46. In the boiler hardware model, the 

heat requirement of steam production is divided into three parts: the boiler feed-water preheating, 

water vaporization and steam superheating. Binary variable #; is used to denote whether boiler b is 

in operation. Continuous variables �;, V; and �; denote the flowrate of steam produced, the 

heat absorbed, and the fuel consumed by boiler b, respectively. Eqs. 47 and 48 are used for the heat 

and mass balances for fuel. The total heat of boiler is related to the composition of fuel, which 

changes with the operation of separators and deethanizers. Boiler b must satisfy its minimum (�;(+,) 

and maximum (�;()*) operational load, as represented in Eq. 49. 

 �~;�;()*#; + (1 + z;)�;��(1 + �;)S�)�(τ��� − τ�)�) + T��� + S��k(τ��� − τ���)� = V;						∀� ∈ �	 (46) 

 V; = �; ∑ ∑ (T�!�,�)�∈"�∈��� 					∀� ∈ � (47) 

 ∑ �;;∈� = ∑ ���∈��� 	 (48) 

 �;(+,#; ≤ �; ≤ �;()*#;					∀� ∈ � (49) 

where parameters ~; and z; are derived from design or operating data; parameters �;(+,, �;()* 

and �; are the lower and upper bounds, and the ratio of blowdown of boiler b, respectively; 

parameters τ�)� , τ���  and τ���  are the temperatures of boiler feed water, saturated water and 

overheated high-pressure steam, respectively; parameters T���, S��k and S�)� are the specific latent 
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heat of water, the specific heat capacity of high-pressure steam, and the specific heat capacity of 

water, respectively.  

Turbines 

Steam turbines are used for power generation in a RNGRC. Although several types of turbines 

exist such as back pressure and condensing turbines, the models of these steam turbines are often 

grouped together instead of using complex turbines for complex turbines simulation in the general 

practice.
29

 The model for a simple steam turbine
30

 is introduced to explore the relationship between 

the output power and input steam flowrate, as shown in Eq. 50. 

 3600Kw = f
B

F
}� �Tw+�k − �@������ ��w − F

f�w()*#w�					∀� ∈ & (50) 

where binary variable #w is used to denote whether turbine d is in operation. Continuous variables 

Kw  and �w  denote the power generated and the flowrate of steam consumed by turbine d, 

respectively. Parameter Tw+�k is the specific isentropic enthalpy change of stream in turbine d. 

Parameters zw and ~w are regression parameters, which can be founded in the literature.30 

As indicated in Eq. 50, the isentropic efficiencies of turbines vary with the flow rate of the 

steam entering turbines, resulting in a slight temperature change of the steam exiting turbines. We 

assume that the slight temperature change of the steam exiting the back pressure turbines has no 

impact on the steam network. As a result, the temperatures of the steam networks are assumed to be 

constant. 

 The operational load of turbine d must meet its minimum (Kw(+,	) and maximum (Kw()*) load, 

as expressed in Eq. 51. 

 Kw(+,#w ≤ Kw ≤ Kw()*#w 						∀� ∈ & (51) 

Steam and heat balance 

Generally, two types of steam including high-pressure and low-pressure steam are generated in 

a RNGRC. The high-pressure steam is generated from boilers, and consumed by back pressure 

turbines or supplied to nearby plants. We define Gb as the total molar flowrate of high-pressure 

steam generated from boiler b and Gd as the molar flowrate of high-pressure steam entering back 
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pressure turbine u. The total amount of high-pressure steam entering back pressure turbines plus the 

steam export should not exceed the total amount generated from boilers, which is represented in Eq. 

52. Parameter µ is the flowrate of steam export. 

 ∑ �ww∈�/� + � ≤ ∑ �;;∈�  (52) 

The sources of low-pressure steam is back pressure turbines, and the sink is the reboilers of 

processes and condensing turbines. The total amount of low-pressure steam used in the reboilers of 

processes and condensing turbines should not exceed the total amount generated from back pressure 

turbines, as represented in Eq. 53. The first item on the left right side of Eq. 53 is the molar flowrate 

of low-pressure steam used in the regenerators, deethanizers and stabilizers. We assume that the 

latent heat of low-pressure steam is used as hot utility in order to keep in line with engineering 

practice. The second item is the total amount of steam entering condensing turbines. 

 
∑ �@@∈(���∪���∪��J)�e�c +∑ �w	w	∈"�� ≤ ∑ �ww∈�/�  (53) 

where Qu is the heat duty of a reboiler in process u; T_ �is the specific latent heat of low-pressure 

steam.  

Power is generated by turbines or taken from the grid. Meanwhile, power can be uploaded if 

turbines can produce more. The generated power is mainly used for refrigeration, compression, and 

lean solvent transportation in a RNGRC. The power used for other processes in the RNGRC is quite 

small and hence is assumed as a constant (denoted as ξ). We define Eu as the power required by 

process u, Ed as the power generated from turbine d and PB is the power purchased from the grid. 

The power balance in the RNGRC is represented in Eq. 54. 

 ¡ + ∑ K��∈(�/"∪�"/∪"¢|) ≤ �� + ∑ Kww∈�  (54) 

 

Operational MINLP Model 

Economic objective 

The objective is to obtain maximum profit for a given planning period. The total profit (OBJ) is 

calculated as the revenue from final product sale (denoted as PS) minus the purchase cost of raw 
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natural gas (denoted as RC), utility cost (denoted as UC), and other fixed costs (denoted as π) as 

indicated in Eq. 55.  

 ^�£ = �% − (�! + �! + ¤) (55) 

The final products include sale gas, LPG and naphtha. The revenue from the sale of these 

products is computed in Eq. 56. The costs of raw natural gas and power purchase are expressed in 

Eq. 57 and 58, respectively. Power can be produced from the RNGRC. It can be uploaded or 

downloaded from the grid after it balances in the entire RNGRC. PB in Eq. 58 is defined as a real 

variable that represents power balance. It is expressed in the utility system model. Parameter ζ is the 

price of raw natural gas, products or power. 

 �% = ∑ (¥���)�∈"��  (56) 

 �! = ∑ (¥���)�∈���  (57) 

 �! = ¥ ���� (58) 

Lower and upper bounds 

Tight variable bounds play a significant role in improving the efficiency of the proposed 

MINLP model. We notice that the flowrates of inlet and outlet streams should not exceed their 

process capacity, as expressed in Eqs. 6, 49 and 51. The purchase amount of natural gas and the sale 

amount of products should lie in their minimum and maximum supply or demand amount as shown 

in the Eq. 59. 

 ��(+, ≤ �� ≤ ��()* 				∀� ∈ (��� ∪ !�%) (59) 

The purchase cost of raw natural gas (RC) and the revenue from products sale (PS) can be 

bounded using Eqs. 60 and 61, respectively.  

 ∑ (¥���(+,)�∈"�� ≤ �% ≤ ∑ (¥���()*)�∈"�� 	 (60) 

 ∑ (¥���(+,)�∈��� ≤ �! ≤ ∑ (¥���()*)�∈��� 	 (61) 

The operating pressures and temperatures of processes are bounded using Eqs. 62 and 63, 

respectively. 

 ��(+, ≤ �� ≤ ��()* 				∀� ∉ (��� ∪ !�%) (62) 

 9�(+, ≤ 9� ≤ 9�()* 				∀� ∉ (��� ∪ !�%) (63) 
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The vapor-liquid equilibrium ratio Ku,c can be bounded through Eqs. 64. 

 
/>∗/@��� AB.DE(FGH>)(FI J>∗J@�¦§) ≤ =�,� ≤ />∗/@�¦§ AB.DE(FGH>)(FI J>∗J@���)						∀� ∈ (�!9 ∪ &�! ∪ %K�) (64) 

 

Model and reformation 

The operational planning model for the RNGRC is defined as MP presented below.  

(MP) max  OBJ (total profit)  

s.t.  Eqs. 1-25 (network constraints); 

Eqs. 26-29 (thermodynamic constraints); 

Eqs. 30-39, 41, 42, 44, 45 (process constraints); 

Eqs. 46-54 (utility constraints); 

Eqs. 55-58 (objective constraints) 

Eqs. 59-64 (lower and upper bounds) 

The model MP involves bilinear, exponential, and sigmoidal items (see Table 1), which makes 

the model MP nonconvex. The planning decisions on whether a process is in operation make the 

entire model MP a large-scale nonconvex MINLP optimization model, which is extremely 

challenging.  

The model is very challenging to solve it directly. The nonlinear constraint Eq. 26 used to 

calculate the vapor-liquid phase equilibrium ratios for chemical components in different operating 

temperatures and pressures is complex and nonconvex as verified by eigenvalue calculation. Hence, 

we attempt to reformulate it. Applying the logarithmic operator on both sides of Eq. 26, four 

constraints in Eq. 26A are obtained. As a result, the nonlinear constraint Eq. 26 can be replaced by 

linear, bilinear and exponential terms. We note that the phase equilibrium ratio Kp,c and pressure Pp 

in the model are positive for RNGRCs. Hence, the logarithmic operator can be used for Eq. 26.  

 

						=�,� + �� − ¨©9� = ln(��∗) + 5.37(1 + L�) + �,�=�,� = A®@,>	
�� = A/@	

�,�9� = 5.37(1 + L�)9�∗
					

°̄±
°² ∀ ∈ !, � ∈ (�!9 ∪ &�! ∪ %K�) (26A) 
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Eq. 39 includes the item of decision variables multiplying power. We can use intermediate 

variables Zu to replace the power term, and then reformulate it into two Eqs. 39A and 39B.  

 � = (��)p@qrp@ 					∀� ∈ !^� (39A) 

 K� = F
i@ ∑ (S���,�)�∈" �� − 1�					∀� ∈ !^� (39B) 

As a result, the nonconvex constraints in the MINLP model include two nonconvex types: 

bilinear and power. These nonconvex terms can be converted into their respective convex envelopes 

and addressed by existing solvers. Readers are referred to the books31,32 for a comprehensive 

treatment.  

We redefine the operational optimization problem of RNGRC as RP presented below.  

(RP) max  OBJ (total profit)  

s.t.  Eqs. 1-25 (network constraints); 

Eqs. 26A, 27-29 (thermodynamic constraints); 

Eqs. 30-38, 39A, 39B, 41, 42, 44, 45 (process constraints); 

Eqs. 46-54 (utility constraints); 

Eqs. 55-58 (objective constraints) 

Eqs. 59-64 (lower and upper bounds) 

Problem RP is equivalent to MP. According to the properties of constraints, there are bilinear, 

power and exponential constraints in the RP model. Global optimization for MINLP models 

including these terms were widely investigated, and corresponding commercial solvers were 

developed.33 In this study, three global optimization solvers ANTIGONE V1.134, BARON 15.935 

and LINDOGLOBAL 9.036 in the modeling system GAMS 24.5.3 are employed to solve the RP 

model for an industrial example, and solution performance is also discussed in the example. 

 

Computational Results 

A real industrial RNGRC from South China is taken as an example in this study. Raw natural 
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gas from two subsea pipeline terminals are fed into the RNGRC and refined into different grades of 

gas, which are mixed together in pipelines to meet the specifications of three downstream customers. 

The complete data are given in Table 2. We use n-alkane to represent chemical components in the 

raw natural gas. Complete data of chemical components can also be used for the RNGRC if detailed 

monitoring data are available. All streams and processes in the RNGRC are listed in Tables A1-A2. 

The amine solvent for CO2 capture in the RNGRC is Methyl diethanolamine (MDEA). A utility 

system for the RNGRC is illustrated in Figure 5. The temperature and pressure of high-pressure 

steam are 425 °C and 4.52 MPa, respectively. The temperature and pressure of low-pressure steam 

are 197 °C and 0.6 MPa, respectively. The power price is about $162/MW·h. All parameters in the 

proposed model are updated using the operating data from the RNGRC. The fixed cost, which 

depends on the specific RNGRC, is assumed to be zero.  

The example is solved using three deterministic global optimization solvers (ANTIGONE 

V1.134, BARON 15.935 and LINDOGLOBAL 9.036) in the modeling system GAMS 24.5.3 on an 

Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-4670 3.40 GHz PC running Windows 8 system. The maximum CPU time is 

set as 100 hours. The computational results are presented in Table 3. The model involves 136 binary 

variables, 2,461 continuous variables, 2,457 linear constraints, 574 bilinear constraints, 81 power 

exponential constraints, and 9 power constraints. Best feasible solutions are obtained from 

ANTIGONE34 and LINDOGLOBAL36, while no feasible solution is found using BARON35 in 100 

hours. The execution time of ANTIGONE34 is the shortest among the three solvers. The execution 

time of LINDOGLOBAL36 is also acceptable for solving large-scale real industrial problems. The 

objective function values obtained from ANTIGONE34 and LINDOGLOBAL36 are 291,040 and 

286,433, respectively. LINDOGLOBAL
36

 gives an upper bound of 289,300, which is lower than 

the lower bound of 291,040 obtained from ANTIGONE.34 This is because LINDOGLOBAL36 may 

incorrectly cut the optimum region during the solution procedure. 

The best profit for the RNGRC from ANTIGONE34 reaches $ 291,040 per hour in which the 

revenue from product sale is $ 715,220 per hour, the raw natural gas cost is $ 408,000 per hour, and 
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the power cost is $ 16,179 per hour. The best operational conditions for the RNGRC are given in 

Tables A3-A6. The flowrate and direction of each chemical component from raw natural gas to 

products are shown in Figure 6. In order to show the major connections between the crude feeds and 

products, we ignore the flow streams whose mole fractions are less than 1% in Figure 6. The widths 

of lines in Figure 6 are proportionate to the mole flowrates of chemical components.  

The present profit from the real operation is $ 264,064 per hour consisting of the revenue of 

$ 648,246 per hour, the raw natural gas cost of $ 381,930 per hour, and the power cost of $ 2,252 

per hour. The present operational conditions for the RNGRC from the real plant are listed in Table 

A7. Compared to the present operation, the optimal results achieve a significant profit increase of 

10.21%. This is mainly due to (a) the throughput and match differences of the two types of raw 

natural gas; (b) the different distribution of products; (c) the different operation of utility system and 

power balance. We analyze the three aspects in the sequel.  

The present and optimal operations have different throughputs on raw natural gas 2#. For the 

present operation, the total throughput of raw natural gas is 127,100 kmol/h. Raw natural gas 1# is 

75,000 kmol/h, and raw natural gas 2# is 52,100 kmol/h. For the optimal results, the total 

throughput of raw natural gas is 135,000 kmol/h. Raw natural gas 1# is 75,000 kmol/h, and raw 

natural gas 2# is 60,000 kmol/h. Raw natural gas 1# reaches the maximum supply amount in the 

present and optimal operations, while raw natural gas 2# is less in the present operation. The CO2 

content in raw natural gas 2# is much higher than that in raw natural gas 1#, and its price is lower. 

Nevertheless, the present operation favors to use raw natural gas 1#.  

The distribution of sale gas is significantly different for the present and optimal operations. The 

present operation supplies 55,000, 14,482 and 23,852 kmol/h sale gas for the customer 1#, 2# and 

3#, respectively. The optimal operation supplies 30,000, 21,663 and 50,000 kmol/h sale gas for the 

customer 1#, 2# and 3#, respectively. Comparing the present and optimal operations, the present 

operation favors to produce more sale gas for the customer 1# that reaches the maximum demand 

amount of 55,000 kmol/h. The specification of customer 1# is looser on the pressure and 
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composition of sale, as shown in Table 2. Hence, the production of sale gas for customer 1# can 

reduce utility consumption. However, the price of sale gas for customer 1# is the lowest among the 

three customers.  

The present and optimal operations exhibit differences in LPG production. The present 

operation produces 9,620 kmol/h LPG. The optimal operation produces 8,362 kmol/h LPG. The 

recovery of LPG components is 80.94% and 65.14% for the present and optimal operations, 

respectively. LPG has the highest price among products. LPG is lighter than naphtha, and heavier 

than sale gas, and is composed of the middle components in raw natural gas. Hence, LPG is very 

difficult to separate from sale gas, and its production consumes large amounts of energy. A higher 

recovery ratio of LPG components results in more natural gas consumed as fuels, and reduces the 

flowrate of sale gas.  

The present and optimal operations have significant differences in the utility system and power 

balance. In the present operation, the fuel gas is consumed at a rate of 7,909 kmol/h, and the cost of 

power purchase is $ 2,252 per hour. In the optimal operation, the fuel gas is consumed at a rate of 

5,921 kmol/h, and the cost of power purchase is $ 16,179 per hour. Hence, the present operation 

favors the consumption of more natural gas as fuel to reduce the cost of power purchase, and this 

decreases the flowrates of products.  

According to the above analysis, the profitability of the present operation can be improved 

through changing the throughput of raw natural gas 2#, increasing the sale gas for customer 3#, 

reasonably reducing the production of LPG, and purchasing more power from grid to reduce fuel 

consumption.  

 

Conclusions 

A RNGRC includes processes such as raw natural gas purification, CO2 treating, gas 

compression, blending and liquid recovery processes. The operational planning of such complex 

RNGRC involves decisions of raw and product streams, stream direction, and load and operating 
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parameters of processes and utility systems. We developed a large-scale nonconvex MINLP 

formulation for optimal planning of such a RNGRC. The planning model includes the stream 

network, thermodynamics, processes, and utility system. Multiple raw natural gas streams and 

different product specifications are taken into account in the MINLP formulation. The nonconvex 

constraints in the MINLP model were reformulated, and the model was solved using the global 

optimization solvers ANTIGONE and LINGDOGLOBAL in reasonable solution time. The 

computational results indicate that a significant profit increase of 10.21% is achieved compared to 

the present operation of the RNGRC. The compassion between the present and optimal operations 

shows that the profit can be improved by changing the throughput of raw natural gas 2#, increasing 

the sale gas for customer 3#, reasonably reducing the production of LPG, and purchasing more 

power from grid to reduce fuel consumption.  
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Notation 

Sets/Indices 

C/c = set of chemical components indexed by c 

B/b = set of boilers indexed by b 

D/d = set of steam turbines indexed by d 

S/s = set of process streams indexed by s 

U/u = set of processes indexed by u 

BPTd = set of back pressure turbines in turbines D 

CDTd = set of condensing turbines in turbines D 

COMu = set of compressors in processes U 
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CSCu,c = set of specification of customer u on component c  

CUSu = set of customers in processes U 

DCTu = set of CO2 treating processes in processes U 

DEEu = set of deethanizers in processes U 

DPCu = set of dew point controllers in processes U 

EDPu = set of end processes in processes U 

HCDu,c = set of heavy component c for stabilizers in processes U 

HSs = set of heavy streams in streams S 

LCDu,c = set of light component c for deethanizers and stabilizers in processes U 

LSs = set of light streams in streams S 

PCTu = set of plug catchers in processes U 

RNGu = set of raw natural gas terminals in Processes U 

SEPu = set of separators in processes U 

SFPu,s = set of streams from processes U 

SSDu,s,u′ = set of process stream s from process u to u′ 

STAu = set of stabilizers in processes U 

VUSu = set of utility systems in processes U 

Parameters 

α = relative volatility for deethanizers and stabilizer [dimensionless] 

β, σ, ψ = parameters used in process models [dimensionless] 

γ = molar density of solvent [kmol/m
3
] 

δ = heat of desorption reaction [MJ/kmol] 

ε = specific heat capacity [MJ/kmol/°C] 

ζ = price [$/kmol; $/MW/h] 

η = efficiency [dimensionless] 

θ = isentropic exponent of compressor [dimensionless] 

ι = reflux ratio of regenerator [dimensionless] 

κ = absorption ability of solvent [dimensionless] 

λ = blowdown rate of boiler [dimensionless] 
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µ = steam export [kmol/h] 

ν = large data[dimensionless] 

ξ = fixed power requirement [MW] 

ϵ = latent heat / isentropic enthalpy change / low calorific value [MJ/kmol] 

π = fixed cost [$/h] 

ρ = pressure [MPa] 

τ = temperature [°C] 

υ = specific composition on streams [dimensionless] 

φ = related to isentropic exponent [dimensionless] 

χ = pressure or temperature change [dimensionless] 

ω = eccentric factor [dimensionless] 

Real variables 

PB = power download or upload [MW] 

OBJ = objective, profit [$/h] 

Nonnegative variables 

PS = product income [$] 

RC = raw natural gas cost [$] 

UC = utility cost [$] 

E = power consumed or generated in processes [MW] 

F = mole flowrate of process stream [kmol/h] 

G = mole flowrate of steam [kmol/h] 

K = vapor liquid phase equilibrium ratio [dimensionless] 

M = mole fraction [dimensionless] 

N = minimum reflux ration for stabilizer and regenerator [dimensionless]  

P = pressure [MPa] 

Q = heat [MW] 

R = compression ratio [dimensionless] 

T = temperature [°C]  
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Binary variables 

X = 0,1 variable [dimensionless] 
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Table 1. Properties of constraints in the model 

Table 2. Data for example 

Table 3. Solution performance for example 
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Table A5. Optimal process stream network (kmol/h) 

Table A6. Optimal result of utility system  

Table A7. Present operation in the RNGRC 
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Table 1. Properties of constraints in the model 

Properties Equations Reformation methods 

Linear 1, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9-25, 27-29, 32, 34-37, 41-44, 46, 48-58, 59-64 / 

Bilinear 2, 3, 8, 30, 31, 33, 38, 45, 47 / 

Bilinear and exponential 26 logarithmic calculation 

Bilinear and power 39 factorization 
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Table 2. Data for example 

Items RNG 1# RNG 2# Customer 1# Customer 2# Customer 3# LPG Naphtha 

Upper molar rate kmol/h 75000 60000    / / 

Lower molar rate kmol/h 52000 50000    / / 

Pressure MPa 3.52 3.48 ≥2.8 ≥2.8 ≥4.5 ≥1.4 / 

Temperature °C 30 30 / / / / / 

Price ($/kmol) 2.8 3.3 5.3 6.1 6.3 8 5 

mole fraction        

N2 0.1144 0.0725 / / / 

≤ 0.06 

≤ 0.03 

CO2 0.2028 0.1271 ≤ 0.2 ≤ 0.06 ≤ 0.03 

CH4 0.5131 0.5507 / / / 

C2 0.0323 0.0526 / / / 

C3 0.0424 0.0571 / ≤ 0.01 / / 

C4 0.0325 0.0632 / ≤ 0.004 / / 

C5 0.0514 0.0555 / ≤ 0.003 / 

≤ 0.02 

/ 

C6 0.0111 0.0213 / ≤ 0.003 / / 
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Table 3. Solution performance for example 

Solvers Solver status 
Model  

status 

Executive 

Time (second) 

Lower 

bound ($) 

Upper 

bound ($) 

ANTIGONE Normal completion Integer solution 146 291,040 293951 

BARON Iteration Interrupt No feasible solution* 360,000 * * 

LINDOGLOBAL Normal completion Integer solution 372 286,433 289300 

*: No feasible solution found after 360,000 seconds.  
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Table A1. Processes and streams in the RNGRC 

Process name Process number Code of process node  Stream exiting process 

Subsea terminal 2 SNOD1 G0 

Plug catcher 3 SPCA1-SPCA3 G1 (light stream), L1 (heavy stream) 

Dew point controller 3 SPDC1- SPDC3 G2 (light stream), L2 (heavy stream) 

Treating process 3 SMDE1-SMDE3 GA (gas), GE (carbon dioxide) 

Dehydration 3 SDEH1-SDEH3 GB 

Compression 3 SCOM1-SCOM3 GC 

Pipe Blending 3 SPLE1-SPLE3 GD 

Separator 3 SSEP1-SSEP3 G3 (light stream), L3 (heavy stream) 

Deethanizer 3 SDEE1-SDEE3 G4 (light stream), L4 (heavy stream) 

Stabilizer 3 SSTA1-SSTA3 G5 (light stream), L5 (heavy stream) 

CO2 product 1 ECAR / 

Gas customer 3 ENOD1-ENOD  / 

LPG product 1 ELPG / 

Naphtha product 1 ENAP / 

Utility system 1 SUTIL / 
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Table A2. Existing stream network 

Resource Stream destination Resource Stream destination Resource Stream destination 

SNOD1 G0 SPCA1 SPCA2 G1 SUTIL SDEH3 GB SCOM3 

SNOD1 G0 SPCA2 SPCA3 G1 SUTIL SDEH1 GB SPLE1 

SNOD1 G0 SPCA3 SDPC1 G2 SMDE1 SDEH1 GB SPLE2 

SNOD2 G0 SPCA1 SDPC1 G2 SCOM1 SDEH1 GB SPLE3 

SNOD2 G0 SPCA2 SDPC1 G2 SPLE1 SDEH2 GB SPLE1 

SNOD2 G0 SPCA3 SDPC1 G2 SPLE2 SDEH2 GB SPLE2 

SPCA1 G1 SDPC1 SDPC1 G2 SPLE3 SDEH2 GB SPLE3 

SPCA1 G1 SCOM1 SDPC1 L2 SSEP1 SDEH3 GB SPLE1 

SPCA1 G1 SPLE1 SDPC1 G2 SMDE2 SDEH3 GB SPLE2 

SPCA1 G1 SPLE2 SDPC1 G2 SMDE3 SDEH3 GB SPLE3 

SPCA1 G1 SPLE3 SDPC1 L2 SSEP2 SCOM1 GC SPLE1 

SPCA1 L1 SSEP1 SDPC1 L2 SSEP3 SCOM1 GC SPLE2 

SPCA1 G1 SDPC2 SDPC2 G2 SMDE2 SCOM1 GC SPLE3 

SPCA1 G1 SDPC3 SDPC2 G2 SCOM2 SCOM2 GC SPLE1 

SPCA1 L1 SSEP2 SDPC2 G2 SPLE1 SCOM2 GC SPLE2 

SPCA1 L1 SSEP3 SDPC2 G2 SPLE2 SCOM2 GC SPLE3 

SPCA2 G1 SDPC2 SDPC2 G2 SPLE3 SCOM3 GC SPLE1 

SPCA2 G1 SCOM2 SDPC2 L2 SSEP2 SCOM3 GC SPLE2 

SPCA2 G1 SPLE1 SDPC2 G2 SMDE1 SCOM3 GC SPLE3 

SPCA2 G1 SPLE2 SDPC2 G2 SMDE3 SPLE1 GD ENOD1 

SPCA2 G1 SPLE3 SDPC2 L2 SSEP1 SPLE2 GD ENOD2 

SPCA2 L1 SSEP2 SDPC2 L2 SSEP3 SPLE3 GD ENOD3 

SPCA2 G1 SDPC1 SDPC3 G2 SMDE3 SSEP1 L3 SDEE1 

SPCA2 G1 SDPC3 SDPC3 G2 SCOM3 SSEP1 G3 SUTIL 

SPCA2 L1 SSEP1 SDPC3 G2 SPLE1 SSEP2 L3 SDEE2 

SPCA2 L1 SSEP3 SDPC3 G2 SPLE2 SSEP2 G3 SUTIL 

SPCA3 G1 SDPC3 SDPC3 G2 SPLE3 SSEP3 L3 SDEE3 

SPCA3 G1 SCOM3 SDPC3 L2 SSEP3 SSEP3 G3 SUTIL 

SPCA3 G1 SPLE1 SDPC3 G2 SMDE1 SDEE1 L4 SSTA1 

SPCA3 G1 SPLE2 SDPC3 G2 SMDE2 SDEE1 G4 SUTIL 

SPCA3 G1 SPLE3 SDPC3 L2 SSEP1 SDEE2 L4 SSTA2 

SPCA3 L1 SSEP3 SDPC3 L2 SSEP2 SDEE2 G4 SUTIL 

SPCA3 G1 SDPC1 SMDE1 GA SDEH1 SDEE3 L4 SSTA3 

SPCA3 G1 SDPC2 SMDE2 GA SDEH2 SDEE3 G4 SUTIL 

SPCA3 L1 SSEP1 SMDE3 GA SDEH3 SSTA1 G5 ELPG 

SPCA3 L1 SSEP2 SMDE1 GE ECAR SSTA1 L5 ENAP 

SPCA1 G1 SMDE1 SMDE2 GE ECAR SSTA2 G5 ELPG 

SPCA2 G1 SMDE2 SMDE3 GE ECAR SSTA2 L5 ENAP 

SPCA3 G1 SMDE3 SDEH1 GB SCOM1 SSTA3 G5 ELPG 

SPCA1 G1 SUTIL SDEH2 GB SCOM2 SSTA3 L5 ENAP 
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Table A3. Optimal process capacity and operating parameters 

Process Capacity kmol/h Temperature K Temperature change K Pressure MPa Pressure change MPa 

SNOD1 75000 / / 3.52 / 

SNOD2 60000 / / 3.48 / 

SPCA1 30000 303.15 0 3.48 / 

SPCA2 55000 303.15 0 3.48 / 

SPCA3 50000 303.15 0 3.48 / 

SDPC1 25004 303.15 17.123 3.48 / 

SDPC2 33255 303.15 0 3.48 / 

SDPC3 29085 303.15 59.431 3.48 / 

SMDE1 0 / / 2.8 / 

SMDE2 57704 / / 3.48 / 

SMDE3 16996 / / 2.8 / 

SDEH1 0 / / 2.8 / 

SDEH2 50000 / / 3.48 / 

SDEH3 14082 / / 2.8 / 

SCOM1 0 / / 2.8 0 

SCOM2 50000 / / 3.48 1.02 

SCOM3 0 / / 2.8 0 

SSEP1 7719 303.15 0 3.48 / 

SSEP2 15000 303.15 0 3.48 / 

SSEP3 0 303.15 0 3.48 / 

SDEE1 7353 / / 1.4 / 

SDEE2 14062 / / 1.4 / 

SDEE3 0 / / 1.4 / 

SSTA1 5861 / / 1.4 / 

SSTA2 10937 / / 1.4 / 

SSTA3 0 / / 1.4 / 

SPLE1 30000 / / 2.8 / 

SPLE2 21663 / / 2.8 / 

SPLE3 50000 / / 4.5 / 

SUTIL 5921 / / / / 

ENOD1 30000 / / 2.8 / 

ENOD2 21663 / / 2.8 / 

ENOD3 50000 / / 4.5 / 

ELPG  8362 / / 1.4 / 

ENAP  8437 / / / / 

ECAR  10618 / / / / 
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Table A4. Optimal flowrate and composition of process streams 

Streams Flowrate kmol/h 
Mole composition 

N2  CO2  CH4  C2H6  C3H8  C4H10  C5H12  C6H14 

SNOD1.G0 75000 0.114 0.203 0.513 0.032 0.042 0.033 0.051 0.011 

SNOD2.G0 60000 0.073 0.127 0.551 0.053 0.057 0.063 0.056 0.021 

SPCA1.G1 25004 0.086 0.139 0.648 0.055 0.042 0.022 0.007 0.001 

SPCA1.L1 4996 0.003 0.067 0.065 0.041 0.134 0.269 0.297 0.123 

SPCA2.G1 47470 0.105 0.174 0.609 0.045 0.039 0.019 0.008 0.001 

SPCA2.L1 7530 0.004 0.084 0.061 0.033 0.124 0.237 0.340 0.116 

SPCA3.G1 44870 0.127 0.214 0.565 0.033 0.035 0.015 0.010 0.001 

SPCA3.L1 5130 0.005 0.103 0.057 0.025 0.111 0.185 0.414 0.101 

SDPC1.G2 24448 0.088 0.140 0.661 0.055 0.038 0.015 0.003 0.000 

SDPC1.L2 556 0.004 0.100 0.082 0.058 0.193 0.320 0.206 0.037 

SDPC3.G2 24577 0.145 0.171 0.648 0.026 0.009 0.001 0.000 0.000 

SDPC3.L2 4508 0.010 0.414 0.151 0.083 0.179 0.096 0.062 0.005 

SMDE2.GA 50000 0.113 0.030 0.728 0.057 0.045 0.020 0.007 0.001 

SMDE2.GE 7704 0.000 1.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

SMDE3.GA 14082 0.175 0.000 0.782 0.031 0.011 0.001 0.000 0.000 

SMDE3.GE 2914 0.000 1.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

SDEH2.GB 50000 0.113 0.030 0.728 0.057 0.045 0.020 0.007 0.001 

SDEH3.GB 14082 0.175 0.000 0.782 0.031 0.011 0.001 0.000 0.000 

SCOM2.GC 50000 0.113 0.030 0.728 0.057 0.045 0.020 0.007 0.001 

SSEP1.G3 366 0.054 0.252 0.556 0.063 0.047 0.021 0.007 0.001 

SSEP1.L3 7353 0.002 0.121 0.056 0.047 0.149 0.252 0.270 0.102 

SSEP2.G3 938 0.058 0.316 0.505 0.054 0.043 0.016 0.008 0.001 

SSEP2.L3 14061 0.002 0.152 0.051 0.040 0.137 0.200 0.325 0.093 

SDEE1.G4 1491 0.003 0.598 0.167 0.233 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

SDEE1.L4 5861 0.002 0.000 0.028 0.000 0.187 0.316 0.339 0.128 

SDEE2.G4 3125 0.004 0.684 0.229 0.082 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

SDEE2.L4 10937 0.002 0.000 0.000 0.028 0.176 0.257 0.417 0.119 

SSTA1.G5 3188 0.004 0.000 0.051 0.000 0.343 0.582 0.020 0.000 

SSTA1.L5 2673 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.720 0.280 

SSTA2.G5 5174 0.004 0.000 0.000 0.060 0.373 0.544 0.020 0.000 

SSTA2.L5 5763 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.774 0.226 

SPLE1.GD 30000 0.119 0.200 0.580 0.037 0.036 0.017 0.009 0.001 

SPLE2.GD 21663 0.165 0.060 0.735 0.029 0.010 0.001 0.000 0.000 

SPLE3.GD 50000 0.113 0.030 0.728 0.057 0.045 0.020 0.007 0.001 
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Table A5. Optimal process stream network (kmol/h) 

 
SPCA1 SPCA2 SPCA3 SDPC1 SDPC2 SDPC3 SMDE1 SMDE2 SMDE3 SDEH1 SDEH2 SDEH3 SCOM1 SCOM2 SCOM3 

 
SNOD1 0 25000 50000 / / / / / / / / / / / / 

 
SNOD2 30000 30000 0 / / / / / / / / / / / / 

 
SPCA1 / / / 25004 0 0 0 / / / / / 0 / / 

 
SPCA2 / / / 0 0 3665 / 33255 / / / / / 0 / 

 
SPCA3 / / / 0 0 25419 / / 0 / / / / / 0 

 
SDPC1 / / / / / / 0 24448 0 / / / 0 / / 

 
SDPC2 / / / / / / 0 0 0 / / / / 0 / 

 
SDPC3 / / / / / / 0 0 16996 / / / / / 0 

 
SMDE2 / / / / / / / / / / 50000 / / / / 

 
SMDE3 / / / / / / / / / / / 14082 / / / 

 
SDEH2 / / / / / / / / / / / / / 50000 / 

 
SDEH3 / / / / / / / / / / / / / / 0 

 

 
SSEP1 SSEP2 SDEE1 SDEE2 SSTA1 SSTA2 SPLE1 SPLE2 SPLE3 SUTIL ENOD1 ENOD2 ENOD3 ELPG ENAP ECAR 

SPCA1 4996 0 / / / / 0 0 0 0 / / / / / / 

SPCA2 922 6608 / / / / 10550 0 0 0 / / / / / / 

SPCA3 0 5130 / / / / 19450 0 0 0 / / / / / / 

SDPC1 556 0 / / / / 0 0 0 / / / / / / / 

SDPC2 0 0 / / / / 0 0 0 / / / / / / / 

SDPC3 1246 3262 / / / / 0 7580 0 / / / / / / / 

SMDE2 / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / 7704 

SMDE3 / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / 2914 

SDEH2 / / / / / / 0 0 0 / / / / / / / 

SDEH3 / / / / / / 0 14082 0 / / / / / / / 

SCOM2 / / / / / / 0 0 50000 / / / / / / / 

SSEP1 / / 7353 / / / / / / 366 / / / / / / 

SSEP2 / / 
 

14061 / / / / / 938 / / / / / / 

SDEE1 / / / / 5861 / / / / 1491 / / / / / / 

SDEE2 / / / / / 10937 / / / 3124 / / / / / / 

SSTA1 / / / / / / / / / / / / / 3188 2673 / 

SSTA2 / / / / / / / / / / / / / 5173 5763 / 

SPLE1 / / / / / / / / / / 30000 / / / / / 

SPLE2 / / / / / / / / / / / 21662 / / / / 

SPLE3 / / / / / / / / / / / / 50000 / / / 
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Table A6. Optimal result of utility system 

Process 
Heat duties 

MJ/h 

High pressure steam kmol/h Low pressure steam kmol/h Power MW 

Production Consumption Production Consumption Production Consumption 

Boiler A 620570 8990 / / / / / 

Boiler B 189050 2674 / / / / / 

Boiler C 414170 6000 / / / / / 

Turbine A / / 10089 10089 / 24 / 

Turbine B / / 7575 7575 / 18 / 

Turbine C / / / / 0 0 / 

Turbine D / / / / 0 0 / 

SDPC1 / / / / / / 1.957 

SDPC2 / / / / / / 0 

SDPC3 / / / / / / 9.474 

SMDE1 0 / / / 0 / 0 

SMDE2 125720 / / / 3343 / 1.157 

SMDE3 41617 / / / 1107 / 0.421 

SCOM1 / / / / 0 / 0 

SCOM2 / / / / 0 / 120.111 

SCOM3 / / / / 0 / 0 

SDEE1 20513 / / / 545 / / 

SDEE2 31330 / / / 833 / / 

SDEE3 0 / / / 0 / / 

SSAT1 152740 / / / 4061 / / 

SSAT2 292410 / / / 7775 / / 

SSAT3 0 / / / 0 / / 
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Table A7. Present operation in the RNGRC 

Process Capacity kmol/h Temperature K Temperature change K Pressure MPa Pressure change MPa 

SNOD1 75000 / / 3.52 / 

SNOD2 52100 / / 3.48 / 

SPCA1 0 303.15 0 3.48 / 

SPCA2 80000 303.15 0 3.48 / 

SPCA3 47100 303.15 0 3.48 / 

SDPC1 30000 303.15 27.69 3.48 / 

SDPC2 20854 303.15 60.25 3.48 / 

SDPC3 42173 303.15 52.64 3.48 / 

SMDE1 0 / / 3.48 / 

SMDE2 28814 / / 3.48 / 

SMDE3 17521 / / 3.48 / 

SDEH1 0 / / 3.48 / 

SDEH2 23852 / / 3.48 / 

SDEH3 14482 / / 3.48 / 

SCOM1 0 / / 3.48 0 

SCOM2 23852 / / 3.48 1.02 

SCOM3 0 / / 3.48 0 

SSEP1 11889 303.15 0 3.48 / 

SSEP2 13875 303.15 0 3.48 / 

SSEP3 0 303.15 0 3.48 / 

SDEE1 10834 / / 1.4 / 

SDEE2 12547 / / 1.4 / 

SDEE3 0 / / 1.4 / 

SSTA1 8278 / / 1.4 / 

SSTA2 9577 / / 1.4 / 

SSTA3 0 / / 1.4 / 

SPLE1 55000 / / 2.8 / 

SPLE2 14482 / / 2.8 / 

SPLE3 23852 / / 4.5 / 

SUTIL 7909 / / / / 

ENOD1 55000 / / 2.8 / 

ENOD2 14482 / / 2.8 / 

ENOD3 23852 / / 4.5 / 

ELPG  9620 / / 1.4 / 

ENAP  8235 / / / / 

ECAR  8001 / / / / 
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Figure captions 

Figure 1. A simplified diagram of a typical RNGRC. 

Figure 2. Nodes and stream network for a plug catcher. 

Figure 3. Nodes and stream network for a process. 

Figure 4. Schematic diagram of CO2 treating process. 

Figure 5. Schematic diagram of the utility system.  

Figure 6. Best molecular flow chart from raw natural gas to products. 
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Figure 2. Nodes and stream network for a plug catcher. 
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Figure 3. Nodes and stream network for a process. 
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Figure 4. Schematic diagram of CO2 treating process. 
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Figure 5. Schematic diagram of the utility system. 
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Figure 6. Best molecular flow chart from raw natural gas to products. 
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